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Chinese Cupping 
 

Cupping is one of the oldest therapeutic methods used in classical Chinese medicine. In China, 
the earliest historical reference to cupping is attributed to Ge Hong (281-341 AD), a renowned 
Daoist alchemist and pharmacist. Cupping has also been used cross-culturally to treat a variety 
of ailments throughout Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Egypt for thousands of years. Given 
this broader context, cupping techniques date back as early as 1500 BCE as documented in 
the ancient Egyptian medical text, Ebers Papyrus. 
 
Chinese cupping is the therapeutic use of small glass or bamboo cups applied to specific 
acupuncture points and meridians on the body. The use of negative pressure or suction 
adheres the cups to the skin. This therapeutic process moves fluids, relaxes tissue tension and 
releases stagnant blood and qi alleviating pain while increasing the circulation of healing 
energy. Similar to guasha , cupping liberates “sha” or toxins through the skin which, when left 
untreated may stagnate in the tissues causing pain, stiffness, swelling and dis-ease.  
 
Cupping is often incorporated into an acupuncture or bodywork session. Initially, lotion or oil is 
massaged into the skin, then, cups are set in place. By applying suction to strategic areas of 
the body, deeper levels of stagnation are released allowing healthy blood flow and healing 
energy to return to the region. With stationary cupping, the cups are left on the body for 5-
15 minutes. During treatment many patients report feeling a mild tugging sensation in addition 
to a sense of relaxation. Cups are removed by releasing the pressure in the chamber. Once 
cups are taken off, degrees of sha (stagnant blood or pathogenic qi) are revealed. 
Discoloration of the skin can range from pink to purple, and typically fades in 3-5 days time. 
The darker marks on the skin indicate more serious stagnation. Running cupping is a 
dynamic treatment that slowly moves the suctioned cups along meridians. Depending upon 
the person’s constitution and health concerns, a combination of the two techniques may be 
most effective.  
 
After your initial treatment you may feel tired, or slightly sore, as if you’ve had a good workout. 
Be sure to drink a lot of water to help your body flush the toxins released through the tissues. 
Ideally, allow yourself extra time to rest to maximize healing benefits. Many patients are 
pleasantly surprised by the amount of pain relief gained from cupping and guasha. Because 
these techniques work on multiple levels, they address a range of health concerns from 
localized pain (acute or chronic) to systemic conditions such as respiratory ailments, allergies, 
arthritis, fatigue, liver and digestive concerns, menstrual or fertility issues, insomnia and stress, 
to name just a few.   


